Respiratory Therapy Advisor Assignments for RT- indicated Students

*Assigned alphabetically by student last name*

**AS PROGRAM (Program which trains you to be an RT)**

Ms. Beth Brown:  **A – M: 478-757-3531/ beth.brown@mga.edu**

Ms. Jasmine Brown:  **N – Z: 478-757-3638/ charles.matson@mga.edu**

Department Administrative Assistant: Angela Brice- 478-471-2783

Appointments may also be made with SOHS Academic Advisors: Azizza Hardy (478-471-5386 or 757-3623 Macon/WRC) or Lisa Kelly (478-934-3314-Cochran/Dublin)

**BS Completion PROGRAM (Program for Respiratory Therapists wishing to complete their BS degree)**

Ms. Teri Miller:  **478-471-2069/ 478-471-2783 or teri.miller@mga.edu (email preferred)**